
Healthcare 
Environments Require 
High-Performance
at Every Level.



In the rapidly changing healthcare industry, certain 
requirements remain constant: facilities need to be cost 
effective, sterile yet simple to maintain, attractive to the eye 
and provide years of worry-free service.  
While this is a tall order, Dur-A-Flex has created a product that achieves all of these requirements 
by engineering together our performance floor system with our innovative wall system to  
create – Seamless Suite. 

Remediating failing floor surfaces or repainting walls can impact patient care and your 
organization’s bottom line. Seamless Suite floor and wall system provides durable, seamless 
surfaces that are impenetrable by water, germs or other potentially harmful microbes. Its 
outstanding durability will provide peace of mind knowing your floor and wall coatings will:

 √ Protect patients
 √ Save money in life-cycle costs
 √ Deliver the desired aesthetics  



Sanitary
Floor and wall systems that integrate seamlessly – no joints and seams mean no space to harbor 
bacteria, reducing risk of HAI’s. A continuous, easy-to-clean surface is especially beneficial 
in areas with intensive cleaning requirements for disease-spread and cross-contamination       
prevention. 

Durable
Seamless Suite walls are engineered to stand up to the harshest chemicals and up to 10x the 
scrubbings versus traditional paint and epoxy coatings.  Our floor systems offer extreme durabil-
ity, able to withstand constant foot traffic, rolling beds and heavy equipment.  

Fast Installation
Fast-installing systems means quick turnaround and minimal interruption to patient care.

Attractive
With Seamless Suite there is no need to sacrifice aesthetics for durability as it comes in a 
multitude of colors, blends and finishes. Custom color matching is also an option to match 
any décor. 

Occupant Friendly
Our floor and wall systems are environmentally friendly VOC compliant (low emitting) and 
will earn your facility LEED® credits. Zero VOC means zero offensive odors thus maintaining 
a high-level of air quality during the installation process, allowing for renovations without 
any disruption to patients. 

Reduce Annual Maintenance Costs*
With Seamless Suite, there are no re-occurring costs for stripping and waxing floors nor the 
costs associated with frequent wall repainting due to constant cleaning and disinfection – espe-
cially in facilities following CDC protocols.  What’s more, with systems that can be installed in as 
quick as a day, your downtime and interruption to your revenue stream is minimal.

Seamless Suite
is perfect for:

√ Operating Rooms 
√ Emergency Rooms

√ Post Anesthesia Care Units
√ Bio-containment Units

√ Patient Rooms
√ Corridors

√ Laboratories
√ Cleanrooms

√ Any area that needs 
    constant cleaning

*Based on typical installation and life expectation
using correct maintenance techniques.

Your Floors
and Walls

Seamless SuiteVs.
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SeamlessSuite Pairings
Seamless Suite offers unlimited decorative color options and combinations. The pairings below 
are only a few popular suggestions. Match your decor or design your unique Seamless Suite. Refer 
to our complete color selection at dur-a-flex.com, where you can also request physical samples 
from our Design Center.

Wall: Melting Snow
Floor: Cobblestone

Wall: Through Rain
Floor: Q28-16

Wall: East End
Floor: Q28-27

Wall: Bonsai Tree
Floor: Seaglass

Wall: New Traditions
Floor: Q28-29

Wall: New Chapter
Floor: Shale

Wall: Kensington
Floor: Scarlet

Wall: Lilac Linen
Floor: Q28-21

Wall: San Marco
Floor: Glacier

Wall: First Edition
Floor: Calypso
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